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PRODUCT 
RECOMMENDATIONS
All our products have been designed 
and manufactured to meet a variety  
of uses within different environments 
in mind and expectations from  
our customers.

To help you decide on which products 
or product ranges suit your own 
specific needs we have a colour 
coded system that suggests the 
most appropriate product for the 
environment in which it is to be used.

To ensure our customers enjoy many 
hours of training with their Carbon 
Claw products we would recommend  
that you look at the user guide 
reference table to the right to assist 
you with your choice of purchase. To 
further aid the longevity of your new 

purchase we recommend you read  
our Product Use and Safety section  
to the right.

Product Use and Safety  
All Carbon Claw Products are 
manufactured to ensure a safe level of 
use and to minimalize risk and injury 
when purchased from new.

Due to the nature of Combative Sports 
the performance of the products will 
diminish over a period of time and 
advise the user to regularly inspect 
their products for signs of wear and 
tear and replace when necessary.

It is the individual’s responsibility after 
a new purchase to ensure the products 
are used for the correct application as 
advertised and we cannot accept any 
liability for the misuse of product and 
any injuries incurred. 

Please note: Punch bag weights may 
vary by approximately +/- 2kg. 

PAST
Carbon Claw products of today have been 
designed and manufactured from our 
 many years of knowledge gained within 
the Sports and Sporting Goods Industry.

Our Founding Manufacturing Company 
was established in the 1970’s as an Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)  of Sporting 
Goods specialising in Boxing, Martial Arts, 
Fitness Sports and Accessories.

The business itself has grown from 
strength to strength and now boasts two 
manufacturing facilities and employs 
 hundreds of skilled workers within the many 
various departments who have produced 
and distributed thousands of  Quality 
products worldwide with a reputation for 
Performance, Durability, Comfort and fit.

PRESENT
To bring a fresh face to the Boxing and 
Martial Arts industry sector we are  proud 
to launch the new Carbon Claw branded 
product ranges.

This Prestigious Carbon Claw brand carries 
the Kudos of over 30 years of  manufacturing 
tradition’s and with the ever evolving in-
house design and  technology to bring you 
a quality product  that can perform to the 
growing  pace and demands of today’s 
consumer expectations.

Not just relying on our many past years of 
valued customer reviews and  experiences 
we continually assess and research current 
consumer trends  allowing us to offer you  
the latest in design, technology  
and performance. 

Our current customer portfolio is 
comprehensive selling to many clients and 
 associates around the world, from Boxers 
and Fighters themselves to Personal 
 Trainers, Gyms, Fitness Studio’s, Schools 
Colleges, local Authorities through to 
 retailers and wholesale distributors.

FUTURE
Engaging with our customers on product 
feedback is a crucial and integral part 
of our  future product development 
programme which allows us to create 
the synergy between  ourselves and our 
continual loyal customer following.

The full Carbon Claw Range will cater to 
all Sporting Enthusiasts from the beginner 
to the Professional Sports Person. Our 
business strategy is to continue to offer 
exciting products to all types of customer 
ensuring Carbon Claw has a  place and 
purpose within every household or training 
facility for years to come.

 Light Use

USE

REGULAR USE

Home Environment 
Personal Use 12 Months Warranty

Studio/Gym Environment 
Personal Use 12 Months Warranty 

Multi User 6 Months Warranty

Club Environment 
Personal Use 12 Months Warranty 

Multi User 6 Months Warranty

Product Recommendation  
User Guide
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IMPACT GX-3 SERIES
PAGES 04-09 

ARMA AX-5 SERIES
PAGES 10-15 

SABRE TX-5 SERIES
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IMPACT GX-3 SERIES 
THE IMPACT GX-3 SERIES RANGE OFFERS YOU THE ASSURANCE OF PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, SAFETY AND COMFORT. 

If you are a newcomer to the sport of boxing and not sure of your long term fitness program or training strategy 
then a product or two from the Impact range will ready you for that first leap into the world that is the Science 
of boxing.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-022 Inner Glove U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-003 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-004 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-005 Sparring Glove 16OZ
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Inner Glove   

Having a pair of inner gloves in your kit bag can always be useful as they can 
serve many purposes. With the best efforts your gloves and bag mitts will 
create odours after a period of time due to bacteria build up, just like trainers. 
To pro-long the freshness we recommend you use wraps or inner gloves that 
can help absorb sweat and can be easily washed. The inner gloves are 100% 
thick elasticated cotton with a generously padded foam knuckle area. The slim-
line padding reduces the risk of stretching or causing damage to the inner lining 
of your bag mitts or gloves when putting your hands inside. The fingers are 
paired off with a stitched seam; this ensures that the mitt does not ride up the 
hand when putting the outer bag mitt or glove over the top.

Junior Boxing Glove    

The Impact GX-3 Series glove is manufactured from a durable synthetic cross 
fibre material and incorporating various foam combinations to effectively 
cushion your hand from impact. For wrist support the glove has a wide 
supportive hook and loop wrap round closure. The palm has a vented mesh 
weave for continual air flow and also incorporates a built in grip bar. The inner 
fabric lining has an anti-microbial lining for use of hygiene. The thumb attached 
safety feature is a standard to all boxing gloves we manufacture. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-001 Junior Glove 8OZ

Punching Mitt    

This punching mitt has been manufactured from the latest cross fibre bonded 
weave material giving it flexibility and durability Generously padded with a 
combination of performance foams the Impact GX-3 Series punching mitt 
provides comfort and safety to the user’s hands. The hook and loop wrist strap 
features multi adjustment to suit a variety of wrist dimensions giving full support 
to the wrist reducing the chance of stress and flexion to the joint area.The 
moisture wicking anti-microbial lining aids the use of cooling and hygiene. The 
palm has a vented mesh weave for continual air flow and also incorporates a 
built in grip bar.

Sparring Glove    

Made from a durable synthetic cross fibre material and incorporating various 
foam combinations to effectively cushion your hand from impact. The Impact 
GX-3 Series safety glove has a multi adjustment wide wrist strap closure that 
will allow for maximum wrist joint support. Inside the glove has a built in finger 
grip bar to help form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest moisture 
wicking anti-microbial material for cooling and hygiene. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-002 Punching Mitt M/L

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-006 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-007 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-008 Sparring Glove 16OZ

Head Guard Cheek Protect   

For good all round head protection the Impact GX-3 Series head guard features 
multi adjustment to the top, rear and chin strap area’s ensuring an accurate and 
comfortable fit. Incorporating lightweight materials this head guard will ensure 
that it reduces any additional undue stresses on the neck area. Having a wide 
peripheral vision helps you not only see those punches coming from the front 
but more importantly from the side as well.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-009 Head Guard Cheek Protect S/M

CC-010 Head Guard Cheek Protect M/L

Groin Guard   

As a general rule with combative sports, personal protection is vital. Ensuring 
that vulnerable areas of the body are well protected will allow for your mind to 
be focused elsewhere. The Impact GX-3 Series groin guard offers easy access 
to a removable cup and as made totally from a durable elasticated cotton 
and nylon material is washable friendly. The removable protective cup is of a 
lightweight nylon/plastic construction.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-012 Groin Guard S/M

CC-013 Groin Guard M/L
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Sparring Glove  

Made from a durable synthetic cross fibre material and incorporating various 
foam combinations to effectively cushion your hand from impact. The Impact 
GX-3 Series safety glove has a wide multi adjustment wrist strap closure to 
maximise wrist support and minimise wrist flexion. Inside the glove has a built 
in finger grip bar to help form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest 
moisture wicking anti-microbial material for cooling and hygiene.Padding on 
the inner palm ensures the hand is totally protected and with a ventilated mesh 
weave material allows for a constant air flow to help cool the hands. The thumb 
attached safety feature is a standard on all our manufactured sparring gloves.  

Hook and Jab Curved    

A great coaching and sparring aid for the use of training skills such as 
Balance, speed, movement, distance and punching combinations whilst static 
or when attempting to simulate an opponent’s movement around the ring 
in a more realistic competitive environment. The Impact GX-3 Series pads 
are manufactured in varying layers of lightweight foams for greater shock 
absorbency and also incorporate an ant-slip dome grip feature for the palm. 
An anti-slip and sweat absorbent material to the finger tips further enhances 
grip and confidence. At the base of the pad there s additional raised padding 
to support the wrist when the pads deflect at a multitude of angles whilst being 
hit. These pads will offer confidence and comfort to any class student.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-011 Hook and Jab Curved U

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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Abdominal Guard   

Good protection is vital to the most vulnerable parts of our body. A generously 
padded front abdominal guard adds support but not limitations to the free 
movement of the body. The Impact GX-3 Series groin guard is manufactured 
from a lightweight foam construction with a sealed in protective cup this all in 
one flexible guard is an easy fit and with an adjustable strap ensures the guard 
once in position has little chance of movement.  

Speed Ball   

For a speedball to be effective it needs to be cylindrical and inflated to 
the correct pressure and will require regular on going inflation checks to 
maintain performance. The Impact GX-3 Series speedball measures 9 inches 
in length which allows for a slightly larger area to practice and hone those 
boxing skills on. The outer shell is made from a durable synthetic material 
that incorporates a sewn in rubber inflatable bladder with a butile valve to 
minimise air loss. The hanging loop is also an important feature as this needs 
to be durable but not so thick and wide that it causes unnecessary friction 
that will wear the loop and slow down the pace of the ball in motion.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-016 Speed Ball 9”

Reaction Ball   

With a lot of boxing training aids the importance of hand eye coordination in 
conjunction with reflex speed is crucial to develop your performance skills. 
Not always the easiest pieces of equipment to master but once accomplished 
it not only looks impressive but you are now on your way to incorporating this 
multi discipline into a more effective fitness training program. To get the best 
out of the Impact GX-3 Series reaction ball then position it to allow you a full 
360 degree rotation around it as this will also help you practice movement and 
balancing skills as well.

Reaction Ball Straps   

A pair of heavy duty multi adjustable straps made from a combination of  
rubber and webbed strapping with a pair of snap lock fixings included. 
Tension adjustment to the straps will increase or decrease the rebound  
speed of the ball. Sold as pairs.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-014 Abdominal Guard S/M

CC-015 Abdominal Guard M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-017 Reaction Ball 9”

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-037 Reaction Ball Straps U

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com



PUNCH BAGS
Punch bags can be a great way to improve your technique, power and endurance whether in conjunction 
with a fitness training programme, an introduction to boxing itself and the self- preparation for those first 
steps into the ring, or for the established boxer an important tool to increase their fitness stamina.

Learning to throw punches correctly against a weighted force will help to minimise risk and injury.

Adding a combined balance of movement and correct footwork around a punch bag will allow the punches to 
flow more easily thus gaining additional power and momentum. 

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel 
fixing is also included as this reduces twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Swivel fixing purchased separately under Code/CC-044 Maximum weight 35kg 
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PUNCH BAGS 
Punch bags can be a great way to improve your technique, power and endurance whether in conjunction with a 
fitness training programme, an introduction to boxing itself and the self- preparation for those first steps into the 
ring, or for the established boxer an important tool to increase their fitness stamina.

Learning to throw punches correctly against a weighted force will help to minimise risk and injury.

Adding a combined balance of movement and correct footwork around a punch bag will allow the punches to flow more 
easily thus gaining additional power and momentum. 

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is 
also included as this reduces twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Swivel fixing purchased separately under Code/CC-044 Maximum weight 35kg.

Punch bag weights may vary by approximately +/- 2kg.

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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Punch Bag 3ft/4ft    

The Impact GX-3 Series punch bags are manufactured from very strong cross 
fibre bonded synthetic material and all seams have been double stitched for 
added strength and durability. Hung by four webbed straps with metal D-rings 
that are cross sewn into the bags ensure they give many hours of trouble free 
training ahead.

The bags are filled with unused cloth material off cuts that vary in weight and 
size giving it a great shock absorbent and realistic punch feel. Once filled the 
heavy duty zip allows the top to remain securely closed and is further protected 
by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden and unexposed. 
Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing 
or weight to avoid the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 
6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is also included as this reduces 
twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Code/CC-044 Swivel Fixing not Included.

 

Punch Bag 2ft    

The Impact GX-3 Series punch bag is made to exactly the same proportions 
to our larger ones and of the same durable cross fibre bonded material. The 
bags are filled with unused cloth material off cuts for a shock absorbent and 
realistic punch feel. Once filled the heavy duty zip allows the top to remain 
securely closed and is further protected by an additional flange of material to 
keep the zip hidden and unexposed. All our punch bags are double stitched 
to maximise the wear and tear on them and are hung by four metal D-Rings 
attached to 4 webbed straps cross sewn into the bag itself.

Size 12” Diameter, approx. Weight 14kg.

Code/CC-044 Swivel Fixing not Included.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-018 Junior Punch Bag 2ft 12 Dia 14KG

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-019 Punch Bag 3ft x 13 Dia 18KG

CC-020 Punch Bag 4ft x 13 Dia 23KG



Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com10 Call Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

ARMA AX-5 SERIES
AS WITH ALL CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT, TODAYS TRAINERS AND THEIR FITNESS REGIMES REMAIN EVER CHALLENGING 
AND THE ARMA RANGE HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO COINCIDE WITH THOSE EXPECTATIONS.

With the many traditional qualities to these products they are for ever evolving and we continue to ensure the 
Arma AX-5 Series products offer the latest features and technical materials available today. 

Having the invaluable knowledge and experience of how products are used on an everyday basis in this 
sometimes tough environment we have taken our already successful range of items and reviewed all aspects of 
the component construction from the leathers to the stitching to ensure the Arma AX -5 SERIES stays ahead of 
the game.

All the striking or receiving areas of the Arma range protective equipment as in gloves, mitts, pads and head 
guards are manufactured from quality leather.

Make sure you have some Arma in your kit bag as this will give you the peace of mind that when action calls,  
you are prepared and ready.



For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-028 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-029 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-030 Sparring Glove 16OZ
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Neoprene Gel Wrap 

Tailored from a thick Neoprene material these protective training gloves with 
a thick gel foam padding allows for good knuckle protection for those regular 
lightweight training sessions. The extended 1.3 metre two inch wide stretch 
cotton wrist strap is designed to give you plenty of wrist support. The open 
palm design allows for cooling and flexibility and has a Velcro opening to 
ensure the gloves go on and off with ease.

Punching Mitt     

The Arma AX-5 Series punching mitt has been manufactured from genuine 
leather that encases the various but specific combinations of foam layer 
padding. The non-exposed area of the mitt uses our very durable and flexible 
synthetic cross fibre material. Attributing factors for the performance, durability 
and comfort of the product, is an extended wrist strap with a hook and loop 
closure ensures that a multitude of adjustment will support all wrist dimensions.
To allow the hands to breathe the palm has a vented mesh weave material 
allowing continual air flow to the skin and with the moisture wicking anti-
microbial internal lining the heat, sweat and odours are kept to a minimum.  
This mitt also has a sewn in padded finger grip bar to assist in shaping a 
perfect clenched fist.

Punching Mitt     

The Arma AX-5 Series punching mitt has been manufactured from genuine 
leather that encases the various but specific combinations of foam layer 
padding. The non-exposed area of the mitt uses our flexible synthetic cross 
fibre material. An additional feature to the performance, durability and comfort 
of the product, is an extended wrist strap with a hook and loop closure ensures 
that a multitude of adjustment will support all wrist dimensions. To allow 
the hands to breathe the palm has a vented mesh weave material allowing 
continual air flow to the skin and with the moisture wicking anti-microbial 
internal lining the heat, sweat and odours are kept to a minimum. This mitt  
also has a sewn in padded finger grip bar to assist in shaping a perfect 
clenched fist.

Sparring Glove    

The Arma AX-5 Series sparring glove offers an abundance of form and function 
in equal measure to ensure it delivers on both looks and good all round 
performance. The Arma outer shell is made from genuine leather and the inner 
palm from our tried and tested flexible synthetic cross fibre material. The shock 
absorbent padding has been constructed with various foam layers to attain a 
balance of realistic punch feel along with a comfortable cushioning effect for 
the hand on impact. The glove wrist has a wide wrist strap multi adjustment 
closure for good support. The inner glove has a built in finger grip bar to help 
form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest anti-microbial moisture 
wicking material for cooling and hygiene.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-038 Neoprene Gel Wrap S/M

CC-039 Neoprene Gel Wrap M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-024 Punching Mitt S/M

CC-025 Punching Mitt M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-026 Punching Mitt S/M

CC-027 Punching Mitt M/L



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-031 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-032 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-033 Sparring Glove 16OZ

Head Guard Cheek Protect   

The Arma AX-5 Series head guard is manufactured from genuine leather with 
the non-impact areas made from our durable synthetic cross fibre material. 
Shock absorbent foam layers are used on the exterior for impact and interior for 
cushioning and comfort. The multi-adjustment features to the top, rear and chin 
strap areas make for an exact and comfortable fit. Using lightweight materials 
will ensure that any additional undue stresses on the neck area are kept to a 
minimum whilst training.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-034 Head Guard Cheek Protect S/M

CC-035 Head Guard Cheek Protect M/L

Speed Ball   

For a speed ball to be effective it needs to be cylindrical and inflated to the 
correct pressure and will require regular on going inflation checks to maintain 
performance. The Arma AX-5 Series speed ball is manufactured from a 
combination of leather and durable synthetic materials. It measures 8 inches in 
length which allows for a slightly larger target area to practice and hone those 
boxing skills, and incorporates a sewn in rubber inflatable bladder with a butile 
valve to reduce air loss. 
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Sparring Glove  

The Arma AX-5 Series sparring glove offers an abundance of form and function 
in equal measure to ensure it delivers on both looks and good all round 
performance. The Arma outer shell is made from genuine leather and the inner 
palm from our tried and tested flexible synthetic cross fibre material. The shock 
absorbent padding has been constructed with various foam layers to attain a 
balance of realistic punch feel along with a comfortable cushioning effect for 
the hand on impact. The glove wrist has a wide wrist strap multi adjustment 
closure for good support. The inner glove has a built in finger grip bar to help 
form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest anti-microbial moisture 
wicking material for cooling and hygiene. 

Hook and Jab Curved    

A great coaching and sparring aid for the use of training skills such as Balance, 
speed, movement, distance and punching combinations whilst static or when 
attempting to simulate an opponent’s movement around the ring in a more 
realistic competitive environment. The Arma AX-5 Series target pad area is 
covered in genuine leather which covers varying layers of lightweight foams for 
greater absorbency. Inside the pad there is an ant-slip dome grip feature for the 
palm and an anti-microbial moisture wicking material lining to aid cooling and 
hygiene. A non-slip suede material is used around the finger tips to enhance 
further grip and confidence. At the base of the pad there s additional raised 
padding to support the wrist when the pads deflect at a multitude of angles 
whilst being hit.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-036 Hook and Jab Curved U

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-040 Speed Ball 8"
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Reaction Ball  

With a lot of boxing training aids the importance of hand eye co-ordination in 
conjunction with reflex speed is crucial to develop your performance skills. 
Not always the easiest pieces of equipment to master but once accomplished 
it not only looks impressive but you are now on your way to incorporating this 
multi discipline into a more effective fitness training program.

To get the best out of this product, position it to allow for a full 360 degree 
workout around it as this will also help you practice movement and balancing 
skills as well.

Made from a combination of leather and durable synthetic materials its 
smooth surface along with the consistent machine stitched seams ensures the 
ball is cylindrical and streamlined.

The sewn in rubber bladder has a butile valve to reduce air loss, but to 
function effectively it needs to be inflated to the correct pressure and will 
require regular on going inflation checks to maintain performance.

The Arma reaction ball measures 8 inches in length simulating the average 
head size to further practice and hone those boxing skills on.

To increase or reduce the rebound speed of the ball the straps will require 
tension adjustment.

Straps purchased separately under Code/CC-037.

Inflation P.S.I - Maximum pressure 4lbs.

Do not over inflate.

Reaction Ball Adjustable Straps   

A pair of heavy duty multi adjustable straps made from a combination of 
rubber and webbed strapping with a pair of snap lock fixings included.
Tension adjustment to the straps will increase or decrease the rebound  
speed of the ball. Sold as pairs.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-037 Reaction Ball Adjustable Straps U

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-041 Reaction Ball 8"



PUNCH BAGS
Punch bags can be a great way to improve your technique, power and endurance whether in conjunction 
with a fitness training programme, an introduction to boxing itself and the self- preparation for those first 
steps into the ring, or for the established boxer an important tool to increase their fitness stamina.

Learning to throw punches correctly against a weighted force will help to minimise risk and injury.

Adding a combined balance of movement and correct footwork around a punch bag will allow the punches to 
flow more easily thus gaining additional power and momentum. 

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel 
fixing is also included as this reduces twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Swivel fixing purchased separately under Code/CC-044 Maximum weight 35kg 
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PUNCH BAGS 
Punch bags can be a great way to improve your technique, power and endurance whether in conjunction with a 
fitness training programme, an introduction to boxing itself and the self- preparation for those first steps into the 
ring, or for the established boxer an important tool to increase their fitness stamina.

Learning to throw punches correctly against a weighted force will help to minimise risk and injury.

Adding a combined balance of movement and correct footwork around a punch bag will allow the punches to flow more 
easily thus gaining additional power and momentum. 

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is 
also included as this reduces twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Swivel fixing purchased separately under Code/CC-044 Maximum weight 35kg.

Punch bag weights may vary by approximately +/- 2kg. 

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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Punch Bag 3ft/4ft    

The Arma AX-5 Series punch bag is manufactured from a very strong cross 
fibre bonded synthetic material and all seams have been double stitched for 
additional strength. Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and size allows 
us to balance the weight of the bag and adding a 20mm foam lining gives the 
bag a more authentic feel when punched.

The heavy gauge webbed hanging straps with metal D-Rings will complement 
the durability of the rest of the bag, and the straps are also cross sewn and 
stitched into the inner lining of the bag to ensure plenty of hours of  
training ahead.

Once filled the heavy duty zip allows the top to remain securely closed and is 
further protected by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden  
and unexposed.

Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing 
or weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 
6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is also included as this reduces 
twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Code/CC-044 Swivel fixing not included. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-042 Punch Bag 3ft x 13 Dia 22KG

CC-043 Punch Bag 4ft x 13 Dia 27KG

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com



SABRE AX-5 SERIES 
AT CARBON CLAW WE HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING ON HOW PRODUCTS ARE USED WITHIN THE FITNESS/STUDIO ENVIRONMENT 
AND THIS IS FUNDAMENTAL IN COMBINING THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS WITH THE LATEST DESIGN AND MATERIALS TO COME UP 
WITH A RANGE OF PRODUCTS THAT WILL BE TESTED IN THE MOST DEMANDING OF TRAINING SESSIONS.

The Sabre AX-5 Series is a comprehensive range of boxing products designed to brush off the regular demands put 
upon them from Personal Trainers, Coaches, instructors and teachers alike.

On each product the areas of the most potential wear and tear are protected with genuine durable cow hide leather 
along with additional heavy gauge stitching.

The varying layers of shock absorbent foams create a protective padding reducing the risk of injury, which in turn 
helps to promote a healthier experience of confidence to allow you to push the performance to the next level.

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

16 For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-274 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-275 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-276 Sparring Glove 16OZ

Neoprene Gel Wrap 

Tailored from a thick Neoprene material these protective training gloves with 
a thick gel foam padding allows for good knuckle protection for those regular 
lightweight training sessions. The extended 1.3metre two inch wide stretch 
cotton wrist strap is designed to give you plenty of wrist support. The open 
palm design allows for cooling and flexibility and has a Velcro opening to 
ensure the gloves go on and off with ease.

Punching Mitt     

The Sabre TX 5 Series punching mitt has been manufactured from genuine 
leather that encases the various but specific combinations of foam layer 
padding. The non- exposed area of the mitt uses our flexible synthetic cross 
fibre material. Attributing factors for the performance, durability and comfort  
of the product, is an extended wrist strap with a hook and loop closure ensures 
that a multitude of adjustment will support all wrist dimensions. To allow 
the hands to breathe the palm has a vented mesh weave material allowing 
continual air flow to the skin and with the moisture wicking anti-microbial 
internal lining the heat, sweat and odours are kept to a minimum. This mitt  
also has a sewn in padded finger grip bar to assist in shaping a perfect 
clenched fist.

Punching Mitt     

The Sabre TX 5 Series punching mitt has been manufactured from genuine 
leather that encases the various but specific combinations of foam layer 
padding. The non-exposed area of the mitt uses our flexible synthetic cross 
fibre material. Attributing factors for the performance, durability and comfort  
of the product, is an extended wrist strap with a hook and loop closure ensures 
that a multitude of adjustment will support all wrist dimensions. To allow 
the hands to breathe the palm has a vented mesh weave material allowing 
continual air flow to the skin and with the moisture wicking anti-microbial 
internal lining the heat, sweat and odours are kept to a minimum. This mitt  
also has a sewn in padded finger grip bar to assist in shaping a perfect 
clenched fist.

Sparring Glove    

The Sabre TX 5 Series sparring glove offers an abundance of form and function 
in equal measure to ensure it delivers on visual impact and good all round 
performance. The outer shell is made from genuine leather and the inner palm 
from our tried and tested flexible synthetic cross fibre material. The shock 
absorbent padding has been constructed with various foam layers to attain a 
balance of realistic punch feel along with a comfortable cushioning effect for 
the hand on impact. The glove wrist has a wide wrist strap multi adjustment 
closure for good support. The inner glove has a built in finger grip bar to help 
form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest anti-microbial moisture 
wicking material for hygiene.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-284 Neoprene Gel Wrap S/M

CC-285 Neoprene Gel Wrap M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-270 Punching Mitt S/M

CC-271 Punching Mitt M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-272 Punching Mitt S/M

CC-273 Punching Mitt M/L



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-277 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-278 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-279 Sparring Glove 16OZ

Adjustable Head Guard   

The Sabre TX 5 Series head guard is manufactured from genuine leather with 
the non-impact areas made from our durable synthetic cross fibre material. 
Shock absorbent foam layers are used on the exterior for impact and interior for 
cushioning and comfort. The multi-adjustment features to the top, rear and chin 
strap areas make for an exact and comfortable fit. Using lightweight materials 
will ensure that any additional undue stresses on the neck area are kept to a 
minimum whilst training.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-280 Adjustable Head Guard S/M

CC-281 Adjustable Head Guard M/L

Speed Ball   

The Sabre TX 5 Series speedball is manufactured from a combination of leather 
and durable synthetic materials. It measures 8 inches in length which allows for 
a slightly larger target area to practice and hone those boxing skills. Internally 
is a sewn in quality rubber inflatable bladder with a butile valve to minimise air 
loss. For a speedball to be effective it needs to be cylindrical and inflated to  
the correct pressure and will require regular on going inflation checks to  
maintain performance. 
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Sparring Glove  

The Sabre TX 5 Series sparring glove offers form and function in equal measure 
to ensure it delivers on visual impact and good all round performance. The 
outer shell is made from genuine leather and the inner palm from our tried and 
tested flexible synthetic cross fibre material. The shock absorbent padding has 
been constructed with various foam layers to attain a balance of realistic punch 
feel along with a comfortable cushioning effect for the hand on impact. The 
glove wrist has a wide wrist strap multi adjustment closure for good support.
The inner glove has a built in finger grip bar to help form that perfect fist and 
also incorporates the latest anti-microbial moisture wicking material for hygiene.

Hook and Jab Curved    

A great coaching and sparring aid for the use of training skills such as Balance, 
speed, movement, distance and punching combinations whilst static or when 
attempting to simulate an opponent’s movement around the ring in a more 
realistic competitive environment. The Sabre TX 5 Series target pad area is 
covered in genuine leather which covers varying layers of lightweight foams for 
greater absorbency. Inside the pad there is an ant-slip dome grip feature for the 
palm and an anti-microbial moisture wicking material lining to aid cooling and 
hygiene. A non-slip suede material is used around the finger tips to enhance 
further grip and confidence. At the base of the pad there is additional raised 
padding to support the wrist when the pads get deflected whilst being hit.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-282 Hook and Jab Curved U

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-286 Speed Ball 8"
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Reaction Ball  

With a lot of boxing training aids the importance of hand eye co-ordination in 
conjunction with reflex speed is crucial to develop your performance skills.

Not always the easiest pieces of equipment to master but once accomplished 
it not only looks impressive but you are now on your way to incorporating this 
multi discipline into a more effective fitness training program.

To get the best out of this product, position it to allow for a full 360 degree 
workout around it as this will also help you practice movement and balancing 
skills as well.

Made from a combination of leather and durable synthetic materials its 
smooth surface along with the consistent machine stitched seams ensures the 
ball is cylindrical and streamlined.

The sewn in rubber bladder has a butile valve to minimise air loss, and to 
function effectively it needs to be inflated to the correct pressure and will 
require regular on going inflation checks to maintain performance.

To increase or reduce the rebound speed of the ball the straps will require 
tension adjustment.

Straps purchased separately under Code/CC-037.

Inflation P.S.I - Maximum pressure 4lbs.

Do not over inflate.

Reaction Ball Adjustable Straps   

A pair of heavy duty multi adjustable straps made from a combination of 
rubber and webbed strapping with a pair of snap lock fixings included.
Tension adjustment to the straps will increase or decrease the rebound  
speed of the ball. Sold as pairs.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-037 Reaction Ball Straps H/D Adj U

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-287 Reaction Ball 8"



PUNCH BAGS
Punch bags can be a great way to improve your technique, power and endurance whether in conjunction 
with a fitness training programme, an introduction to boxing itself and the self- preparation for those first 
steps into the ring, or for the established boxer an important tool to increase their fitness stamina.

Learning to throw punches correctly against a weighted force will help to minimise risk and injury.

Adding a combined balance of movement and correct footwork around a punch bag will allow the punches to 
flow more easily thus gaining additional power and momentum. 

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel 
fixing is also included as this reduces twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Swivel fixing purchased separately under Code/CC-044 Maximum weight 35kg 
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PUNCH BAGS 
Punch bags can be a great way to improve your technique, power and endurance whether in conjunction with a 
fitness training programme, an introduction to boxing itself and the self- preparation for those first steps into the 
ring, or for the established boxer an important tool to increase their fitness stamina.

Learning to throw punches correctly against a weighted force will help to minimise risk and injury.

Adding a combined balance of movement and correct footwork around a punch bag will allow the punches to flow more 
easily thus gaining additional power and momentum. 

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is 
also included as this reduces twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Swivel fixing purchased separately under Code/CC-044 Maximum weight 35kg.

Punch bag weights may vary by approximately +/- 2kg.

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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Punch Bag 3ft/4ft     

The Sabre TX 5 Series punch bag is manufactured from a very strong cross 
fibre bonded synthetic material and all seams have been double stitched for 
additional strength. 

Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and size allows us to balance the 
weight of the bag and adding a foam lining gives the bag a more authentic feel 
when punched.

The heavy gauge webbed hanging straps with metal D-Rings will complement 
the durability of the rest of the bag, and the straps are also cross sewn and 
stitched into the inner lining of the bag to ensure plenty of hours of  
training ahead.

Once filled the heavy duty zip allows the top to remain securely closed and is 
further protected by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden  
and unexposed.

Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing 
or weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 
6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is also included as this reduces 
twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Code/CC-044 Swivel fixing not included. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-288 Punch Bag 3ft x 13 Dia 22KG

CC-289 Punch Bag 4ft x 13 Dia 27KG

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.com



Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

22 For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

AERO AX-5 SERIES 
THE MODERN DAY STUDIO TRAINING SESSIONS ARE MORE VARIED AND THE INSTRUCTORS ARE MORE KNOWLEDGEABLE THAN 
EVER AND WITH THE VARIETY OF CLASSES ON OFFER THE CHOICE CAN BE OVERWHELMING.

But you can be assured with many of the Boxing, Combative and Boot camp classes incorporated in today’s regimes, 
choosing the correct product that is functional, practical and durable can be a sound investment and give you many 
memorable hours of use.

The Aero AX range consists of the most fundamental and essential quality boxing products suitable for the gym/
studio environment incorporating all the latest features of performance, safety, comfort and hygiene to give you a 
trouble free workout.

Designed for regular use these products could easily be seen to be used by the Club instructors, coaches and 
Personal Fitness Trainers alike.

Preparation is everything and choosing a lesser product is a compromise not worth taking.
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-189 Pro Gel Wraps S/M

CC-190 Pro Gel Wraps M/L

Inner Elasticated Wash Mitt

Carrying a pair of lightweight Aero wash mitts in your kit bag can be useful in 
serving a few purposes. With your best effort your gloves and bag mitts will 
create odours after a period of time due to the sweat and bacteria build up, 
just like trainers do. To pro-long the freshness we recommend you use wraps 
or inner gloves as these will help absorb sweat and therefore reduce odours. 
Being machine washable will ensure you get that fresh comfort feel time after 
time when wearing your gloves or mitts. Inner gloves can also be a quick 
change alternative to hand wraps if you are training within a club or fitness 
studio environment. Most clubs and studios hold a selection of used gloves for 
you to use but they may have been used repeatedly by many other members so 
it is reassuring to wear your own inner mitts before putting the gloves on.

Punching Mitt     

The Aero AX 5 Series punching mitt has been manufactured from genuine 
leather that encases the various but specific combinations of foam layer 
padding. The non-exposed area of the mitt uses our flexible synthetic cross 
fibre material. An attributing factor for the performance, durability and comfort 
of the product, is an extended wrist strap with a hook and loop closure allowing 
for a multitude of adjustment that will fully support all wrist dimensions. To allow 
the hands to breathe the palm has a vented mesh weave material allowing 
continual air flow to the skin and the moisture wicking anti-microbial internal 
lining helps to aid cooling and hygiene. The Aero mitt also has a sewn in 
padded finger grip bar to assist in shaping a perfect clenched fist.

Punching Mitt     

The Aero AX 5 Series punching mitt has been manufactured from genuine 
leather that encases the various but specific combinations of foam layer 
padding. The non- exposed area of the mitt uses our flexible synthetic cross 
fibre material. An attributing factor for the performance, durability and comfort 
of the product, is an extended wrist strap with a hook and loop closure allowing 
for a multitude of adjustment that will fully support all wrist dimensions. To allow 
the hands to breathe the palm has a vented mesh weave material allowing 
continual air flow to the skin and the moisture wicking anti-microbial internal 
lining helps to aid cooling and hygiene. The Aero mitt also has a sewn in 
padded finger grip bar to assist in shaping a perfect clenched fist.

Pro Gel Wraps    

Tailored from a thick Neoprene material these protective training gloves with 
a thick gel foam padding allows for good knuckle protection for those regular 
lightweight training sessions. The extended 1.3metre two inch wide stretch 
cotton wrist strap is designed to give you plenty of wrist support.

The open palm design allows for cooling and flexibility and has a Velcro 
opening to ensure the gloves go on and off with ease.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-186 Inner Wash Mitts (6 Pairs) S/M

CC-187 Inner Wash Mitts (6 Pairs) M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-173 Punching Mitt S/M

CC-174 Punching Mitt M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-175 Punching Mitt S/M

CC-176 Punching Mitt M/L



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-177 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-178 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-179 Sparring Glove 16OZ

Hook and Jab Curved   

A great coaching and sparring aid for the use of training skills such as Balance, 
speed, movement, distance and punching combinations whilst static or when 
attempting to simulate an opponent’s movement around the ring in a more 
realistic competitive environment.

The Aero target pad area is covered in genuine leather which covers varying 
layers of lightweight foams for greater absorbency. Inside the pad there is an 
ant-slip dome grip feature for the palm and an anti-microbial moisture wicking 
material lining to aid cooling and hygiene. A non-slip suede material is used 
around the finger tips to enhance further grip and confidence.

At the base of the pad there is additional raised padding to support the wrist 
when the pads deflect at a multitude of angles whilst being hit.
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Sparring Glove  

The Aero AX 5 Series sparring glove offers an abundance of form and function 
in equal measure to ensure it delivers on both looks and good all round 
performance. The outer shell is made from genuine leather and the inner palm 
from our tried and tested flexible synthetic cross fibre material. The shock 
absorbent padding has been constructed with various foam layers to attain a 
balance of realistic punch feel along with a comfortable cushioning effect for 
the hand on impact. The glove wrist has a wide wrist strap multi-adjustment 
closure for good support. The inner glove has a built in finger grip bar to help 
form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest anti-microbial moisture 
wicking material for hygiene.

Sparring Glove    

The Aero AX 5 Series sparring glove offers an abundance of form and function 
in equal measure to ensure it delivers on both looks and good all round 
performance. The outer shell is made from genuine leather and the inner palm 
from our tried and tested flexible synthetic cross fibre material. The shock 
absorbent padding has been constructed with various foam layers to attain a 
balance of realistic punch feel along with a comfortable cushioning effect for 
the hand on impact. The Aero spar glove wrist has a wide wrist strap multi-
adjustment closure for good support. The inner glove has a built in finger grip 
bar to help form that perfect fist and also incorporates the latest anti-microbial 
moisture wicking material for hygiene. 

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-184 Hook and Jab Curved U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-180 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-181 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-182 Sparring Glove 16OZ



Punch Bag 4ft     

The Aero AX 5 Series punch bag is manufactured from a very strong SV1 cross 
fibre bonded synthetic material and all seams have been double stitched for 
additional strength and durability.

Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and size allows us to balance the 
weight of the bag and adding a foam lining gives the bag a more authentic feel 
when punched.

The heavy gauge webbed hanging straps with metal D-Rings will complement 
the durability of the rest of the bag, and the straps are also cross sewn and 
stitched into the inner lining of the bag to ensure plenty of hours of 
training ahead.

Once filled the heavy duty zip allows the top to remain securely closed and is 
further protected by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden  
and unexposed.

Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing 
or weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 
6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is also included as this reduces 
twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Code/CC-044 Swivel fixing not included. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-185 Punch Bag 4ft x 14 Dia 30KG
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Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough
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RECOIL RX-7 SERIES 
BOXING CAN BE A TRULY PUNISHING SPORT, FOR THE BOXER AND THEIR SELECTED TRAINING PRODUCTS ALIKE.

On the other hand a great workout in preparation for a bout in the ring can be extremely satisfying, and as the 
challenges get greater so does the expectation on the individual and the training products they use.

The Recoil range is for the boxing enthusiast who wishes to use a performance product that allows them to solely 
focus on developing their own training style and technical abilities.

As with all our quality products the evolution continues but the heritage remains.

Taking similar DNA elements that make up our Top Professional Series we have put together the Recoil RX-7 Series 
all leather and gel padding formulae to ensure you tire before the products do.

Carbon Claw products are engineered and then stylised, the engineering and technical performance of the product 
is laid down before the design team are allowed creative licence, guaranteeing that the end product has an equal 
measure of form and function. 

Combining the use of current materials the Recoil RX-7 Series has a retro style design with a modern twist, and 
importantly quality features that sets a benchmark for others to follow.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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Bag Glove

The Recoil RX 7 bag glove incorporates a generous range of shock absorbent 
layered foams that compliment an overall consistency of a firm feel that gradually 
gives and softens through consistent use.

The foam layers have been formed to ensure a natural clenched fist can be 
maintained with little or no effort.

The hit area has a gel lining under the leather to help dissipate the forces to the 
hand even before the inner foam layers are called into action. 

Other key features are a sewn in finger grip bar, safety attached thumb, a wide 
wrap around wrist strap with hook and loop closure to allow for a multitude of 
wrist tension settings creating ideal wrist alignment and support.

The inner glove has a comfort fit lining made from an anti-microbial moisture 
wicking material to aid cooling and hygiene, along with a mesh weave palm 
material and additional vent holes to reduce heat build-up.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-051 Bag Glove 12OZ

CC-052 Bag Glove 14OZ

CC-053 Bag Glove 16OZ

CC-054 Bag Glove 18OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-055 Bag Glove 12OZ

CC-056 Bag Glove 14OZ

CC-057 Bag Glove 16OZ

CC-058 Bag Glove 18OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-059 Bag Glove 12OZ

CC-060 Bag Glove 14OZ

CC-061 Bag Glove 16OZ

CC-062 Bag Glove 18OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-063 Bag Glove 12OZ

CC-064 Bag Glove 14OZ

CC-065 Bag Glove 16OZ

CC-066 Bag Glove 18OZ



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-070 Abdominal Guard S/M

CC-071 Abdominal Guard M/L

Abdominal Guard  

As a general rule with combative sports, personal protection is vital. Ensuring 
that vulnerable areas of the body are well protected will allow for your mind to 
be focused elsewhere.

The Recoil RX 7 Series groin guard offers a lightweight construction with a 
sewn in padded cup protector for comfort and ease of flexibility and movement.

The adjustable leg support strap adds to a more specific and comfort fit to the 
individual without limiting movement.

Speed Ball     

Manufactured from genuine cow hide leather the Recoil RX 7 Series speedball 
measures 7 inches in length which is slightly smaller than average to sharpen 
your hand eye coordination techniques. The internal rubber bladder is our Supa 
safe model which has been designed to significantly reduce air loss.

The hanging loop is also an important feature as this needs to be durable but 
not so thick and wide that it causes unnecessary friction that will wear the loop 
and slow down the pace of the ball in motion.

Inflation P.S.I - Maximum pressure 4lbs

Do not over inflate.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-072 Speed Ball 7"

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-067 Head Guard Cheek Protect S/M

CC-068 Head Guard Cheek Protect M/L
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Head Guard Cheek Protect  

The Recoil RX 7 Series head guard is made from genuine cow hide leather 
and has multi-adjustment settings to the top, rear and chin sections to ensure 
a precise non-slip fit. The effective gel  layered external padding absorbs the 
blows to lessen impact and an internal soft padding encased in anti-microbial 
moisture wicking material helps aid hygiene and comfort. 

A good opening around the eyes allows for maximum peripheral vision to see 
those side hook punches being delivered as well as the front jabs.

Hook and Jab Curved    

Manufactured from genuine cow hide leather these quality RX 7 Series pads are 
designed to ensure they protect both the opponent and the user effectively.  
The inner palm area is domed allowing for a more natural grip reducing undue 
stress and tension on the inner forearm muscles and around the dome is an 
anti-slip material that allows additional grip to the fingers. The outer finger area 
is perforated for ventilation and an anti-microbial moisture wicking material 
lining aids cooling and hygiene. Raised padding under the wrist helps to reduce 
wrist flexion for when those hitting sessions get heavy and a generous layer of 
gel padding on the hit area ensures the initial inpact is absorbed effectively.  
A good trainee pad for personal trainers and coaches alike as these lightweight 
pads will offer confidence and comfort to any class session.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-069 Hook and Jab Curved U



Reaction Ball  

Made from genuine cow hide leather this 7 inch small size ball enables a more 
intermediate/advanced level workout due to the slightly increased difficulty 
in hitting the reduced surface area on offer. The smooth surface along with 
the consistent machine stitched seams ensures the ball is cylindrical and 
streamlined. The sewn in Supa safe rubber bladder has a butile valve to 
significantly reduce air loss ensuring the ball continues to perform and function 
effectively but to maintain product performance the ball will require regular on 
going inflation checks. To increase or reduce the rebound speed of the ball the 
straps will require tension adjustment.

Straps purchased separately under Code/CC-037.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-037 Reaction Ball Adjustable Straps U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-073 Reaction Ball 7"

Reaction Ball Adjustable Straps   

A pair of heavy duty multi adjustable straps made from a combination of 
rubber and webbed strapping with a pair of snap lock fixings included.
Tension adjustment to the straps will increase or decrease the rebound  
speed of the ball. Sold as pairs.

Punch Bag 4ft   

An ideal club bag that has been constructed to withstand those regular and 
sometimes heavy workout sessions imposed on it. The Recoil RX 7 Series 
punch bag is manufactured from a very strong SV1 cross fibre bonded 
synthetic leather grain material and all seams have been double stitched for 
additional strength. Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and size allows 
us to balance the weight of the bag and adding a 20mm foam lining gives the 
bag a more authentic feel when punched. The heavy gauge webbed hanging 
straps with metal D-Rings are cross sewn and stitched into the inner lining of 
the bag which will complement the durability of the rest of the bag. A heavy 
duty zip allows the top cover to remain securely closed and is further protected 
by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden and unexposed. 
Code/CC-075 Chain Set 4 Strand not included.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-074 Punch Bag 4ft x 13.5 Dia 30KG

Punch Bag Chain Set 4 Strand 

Boxing equipment products are constantly being worn down so the design 
and durability in conjunction with the correct practical day to day use of our 
products enables us to understand the key features, strengths and sometimes 
the vulnerable parts of the product that will take the most abuse. Having punch 
bags consistently swinging and rotating causes additional strain on items such 
as the chains and wall brackets which in turn increases the wear and tear 
factor. Incorporated into the top of the chain is a swivel fixing with a snap lock 
clip above and below it, an=d if this was to wear through a replacement can be 
purchased saving the expense of buying the whole chain unit. The plated steel 
chains have separately welded links and incorporate their own snap lock fixing 
to clip to the punch bag D-rings so as not to shake lose. Maximum weight 35kg

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-075 Punch Bag Chain 4 Strand 35kg Max N/A
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Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough
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AMT CX-7 SERIES 
WITH ALL PROFESSIONAL SPORTS TODAY THE EXPECTATIONS ON THE YOUNG ATHLETE IS IMMENSE, AND TRAINING AT AN 
EARLY AGE ENSURES THEY ARE IN THEIR PRIME WHEN COMPETING AT TOP LEVEL.

As a sport Boxing is not on its own when searching for tomorrows champion and inevitably these can be found 
training in the many hundreds of established youth boxing clubs around the country.

Funding with any sport at grass roots level is always hard to come by and many of these clubs run on a 
completely voluntary basis, with parents, teachers, and coaches alike investing their own time and money 
into finding the next champion and all costs including the purchase and/or replacement of products has to be 
considered carefully.

The AMT CX-7 Series have been carefully crafted with a combination of genuine leather and synthetic leather 
materials for performance and durability offering a sound investment to any club.

Allowing for development and maturity of today’s youth there is a comprehensive range of weights and  
sizes available.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-085 Sparring Glove 8OZ

CC-086 Sparring Glove 10OZ

CC-087 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-088 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-089 Sparring Glove 16OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-100 Head Guard S

CC-101 Head Guard M

CC-102 Head Guard L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
CC-401 AMT Premium Club Vest S

CC-402 AMT Premium Club Vest M

CC-403 AMT Premium Club Vest L

CC-410 AMT Premium Club Short S

CC-411 AMT Premium Club Short M

CC-412 AMT Premium Club Short L

Sparring Glove   

The AMT CX-7 Series glove is made from genuine cow hide leather and carries 
a pedigree of many years of development and brings together all the crucial 
elements to create a perfect synergy making this one of our best all round 
products. The shock absorbent padding consists of a balance of weighted 
layered foams to perform as well on bag work as sparring sessions. An internal 
elasticated ring closure fixture allows you to put on and remove the glove with 
ease. The wide supportive cuff strap will encase the wrist and support it at any 
specific tension you require once the hook and loop closure is applied. The 
thumb tip is attached safely to the main body of the glove to avoid the thumb 
acting independently and bending backwards if an incorrect punch  
is performed. 

Head Guard   

Protecting the head is very important when sparring, and with the best 
intentions sparring sessions will generally escalate in intensity. The AMT CX 
head guard is manufactured from genuine cow hide leather material, its simple 
but functional design ensures the weight is kept to a minimum and allows 
for easy on and off removal. It has multi-adjustment at the top, rear and chin 
sections to ensure a precise non-slip fit. The effective external padding absorbs 
the blows to lessen impact and an internal soft padding encased in anti-
microbial moisture wicking material is used for hygiene and comfort. 

A good opening around the eyes allows for maximum peripheral vision to see 
those side hook punches being delivered as well as the front jabs.

AMT Premium Club Red
Heavyweight and breathable 100% micro polyester knitted fibres.  
Machine washable. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
CC-419 AMT Club Vest S

CC-420 AMT Club Vest M

CC-421 AMT Club Vest L

CC-428 AMT Club Short S

CC-429 AMT Club Short M

CC-430 AMT Club Short L

AMT Club Red
Breathable 100% micro polyester knitted fibres.  
Machine washable.  
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-090 Sparring Glove 8OZ

CC-091 Sparring Glove 10OZ

CC-092 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-093 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-094 Sparring Glove 16OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-103 Head Guard S

CC-104 Head Guard M

CC-105 Head Guard L

Sparring Glove   

The AMT CX-7 Series glove is made from genuine cow hide leather and carries 
a pedigree of many years of development and brings together all the crucial 
elements to create a perfect synergy making this one of our best all round 
products. The shock absorbent padding consists of a balance of weighted 
layered foams to perform as well on bag work as sparring sessions. An internal 
elasticated ring closure fixture allows you to put on and remove the glove with 
ease. The wide supportive cuff strap will encase the wrist and support it at any 
specific tension you require once the hook and loop closure is applied. The 
thumb tip is attached safely to the main body of the glove to avoid the thumb 
acting independently and bending backwards if an incorrect punch  
is performed. 

Head Guard   

Protecting the head is very important when sparring, and with the best 
intentions sparring sessions will generally escalate in intensity. The AMT CX 
head guard is manufactured from genuine cow hide leather material, its simple 
but functional design ensures the weight is kept to a minimum and allows 
for easy on and off removal. It has multi-adjustment at the top, rear and chin 
sections to ensure a precise non-slip fit. The effective external padding absorbs 
the blows to lessen impact and an internal soft padding encased in anti-
microbial moisture wicking material is used for hygiene and comfort. 

A good opening around the eyes allows for maximum peripheral vision to see 
those side hook punches being delivered as well as the front jabs.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
CC-404 AMT Premium Club Vest S

CC-405 AMT Premium Club Vest M

CC-406 AMT Premium Club Vest L

CC-413 AMT Premium Club Short S

CC-414 AMT Premium Club Short M

CC-415 AMT Premium Club Short L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
CC-422 AMT Club Vest S

CC-423 AMT Club Vest M

CC-424 AMT Club Vest L

CC-431 AMT Club Short S

CC-432 AMT Club Short M

CC-433 AMT Club Short L

AMT Premium Club Blue
Heavyweight and breathable 100% micro polyester knitted fibres.  
Machine washable.  

AMT Club Blue
Breathable 100% micro polyester knitted fibres.  
Machine washable.  
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-095 Sparring Glove 8OZ

CC-096 Sparring Glove 10OZ

CC-097 Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-098 Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-099 Sparring Glove 16OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-106 Head Guard S

CC-107 Head Guard M

CC-108 Head Guard L

Sparring Glove   

The AMT CX-7 Series glove is made from genuine cow hide leather and carries 
a pedigree of many years of development and brings together all the crucial 
elements to create a perfect synergy making this one of our best all round 
products. The shock absorbent padding consists of a balance of weighted 
layered foams to perform as well on bag work as sparring sessions. An internal 
elasticated ring closure fixture allows you to put on and remove the glove with 
ease. The wide supportive cuff strap will encase the wrist and support it at any 
specific tension you require once the hook and loop closure is applied. The 
thumb tip is attached safely to the main body of the glove to avoid the thumb 
acting independently and bending backwards if an incorrect punch  
is performed. 

Head Guard   

Protecting the head is very important when sparring, and with the best 
intentions sparring sessions will generally escalate in intensity. The AMT CX 
head guard is manufactured from genuine cow hide leather material, its simple 
but functional design ensures the weight is kept to a minimum and allows 
for easy on and off removal. It has multi-adjustment at the top, rear and chin 
sections to ensure a precise non-slip fit. The effective external padding absorbs 
the blows to lessen impact and an internal soft padding encased in anti-
microbial moisture wicking material is used for hygiene and comfort. 

A good opening around the eyes allows for maximum peripheral vision to see 
those side hook punches being delivered as well as the front jabs.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
CC-407 AMT Premium Club Vest S

CC-408 AMT Premium Club Vest M

CC-409 AMT Premium Club Vest L

CC-416 AMT Premium Club Short S

CC-417 AMT Premium Club Short M

CC-418 AMT Premium Club Short L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
CC-425 AMT Club Vest S

CC-426 AMT Club Vest M

CC-427 AMT Club Vest L

CC-434 AMT Club Short S

CC-435 AMT Club Short M

CC-436 AMT Club Short L

AMT Premium Club Black
Heavyweight and breathable 100% micro polyester knitted fibres.  
Machine washable. 

AMT Club Red
Breathable 100% micro polyester knitted fibres.  
Machine washable.  



CODE DESCRIPTION WIDTH

CC-109 Hand Wraps 3.5 Mtr 50MM

Air Pad  

The AMT CX-7 Series Air pads are made from genuine leather and a 
combination of flexible lightweight materials allowing them to flex naturally 
when the inner foams are being compressed. The foam layer padding is 
constructed to create an air cushion that gives on contact allowing a greater 
absorption of pressure when the pad is being struck. Additional padding has 
been layered around the edge of the pads so as to counter the opponent’s 
punches forcing them to bob and weave effectively. Internally is an anti-slip 
material that allows additional grip to the fingers reducing further movement of 
the pad when struck. The outer finger area is perforated for ventilation allowing 
the anti-microbial moisture wicking material to aid cooling and hygiene.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-114 Air Pad U

Medicine Balls   

The AMT CX-7 Series 8 panel traditional medicine balls are made from genuine 
leather. Hand filled with a mixture of shredded textiles the anti-bounce ball is 
used for many of the old school well proven traditional training methods like 
military squat and throw, sit ups, overhead ab crunches with twist and throw,  
to more recent core strength and flexibility exercises such as off balance  
press-ups and vertical twists.
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Hand Wraps 3.5 Mtr   

When training regularly protection of the hands is crucial. There are 27 bones in 
the human hand and wrist so you can see the benefits with long term training 
that you protect them carefully, as damage to any one of these bones will 
severely limit your training progress. The AMT CX-7 Series hand wraps not only 
provide crucial support to the bones but will also offer extra padding inside the 
glove if the glove fits incorrectly or shows signs of wear.  A pair of 3.5 metre in 
length stretch cotton hand wraps allows enough elasticity to ensure you can 
apply the correct tension of support to the hands effectively. Being washable 
they also help to keep your glove linings in as fresh a condition as possible. 

Club Protector Abdominal Guard     

As a general rule with combative sports, personal protection is vital. Ensuring 
that vulnerable areas of the body are well protected will allow for your mind to 
be focused elsewhere. The AMT CX 7 Series Abdominal guard is manufactured 
from soft leather and offers a lightweight construction with a sewn in padded 
cup protector for comfort and ease of flexibility and movement. The adjustable 
leg support strap adds to a more specific fit to the individual.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-110 Club Protector Abdominal Guard S

CC-111 Club Protector Abdominal Guard M

CC-112 Club Protector Abdominal Guard L

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-115 Medicine Ball 3KG

CC-116 Medicine Ball 4KG

CC-117 Medicine Ball 5KG



Punch Bag Chain Set 4 Strand 

Boxing equipment products are constantly being worn down so the design 
and durability in conjunction with the correct practical day to day use of our 
products enables us to understand the key features, strengths and sometimes 
the vulnerable parts of the product that will take the most abuse. Having punch 
bags consistently swinging and rotating causes additional strain on items such 
as the chains and wall brackets which in turn increases the wear and tear 
factor. Incorporated into the top of the chain is a swivel fixing with a snap lock 
clip above and below it, and if this was to wear through a replacement can be 
purchased saving the expense of buying the whole chain unit. The plated steel 
chains have separately welded links and incorporate their own snap lock fixing 
to clip to the punch bag D-rings so as not to shake lose. Maximum weight 35kg

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-075 Punch Bag Chain 4 Strand N/A

Punch Bag Swivel Fixing 

Boxing equipment products are constantly being worn down so the design 
and durability in conjunction with the correct practical day to day use of our 
products enables us to understand the key features, strengths and sometimes 
the vulnerable parts of the product that will take the most abuse. Having punch 
bags consistently swinging and rotating causes additional strain on items such 
as the chains and wall brackets which in turn increases the wear and tear 
factor. Incorporated into the top of the chain is a swivel fixing with a snap lock 
clip above and below it, and if this was to wear through a replacement can be 
purchased saving the expense of buying the whole chain unit. The plated steel 
chains have separately welded links and incorporate their own snap lock fixing 
to clip to the punch bag D-rings so as not to shake lose. Maximum weight 45kg

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-155 Punch Bag Swivel Fixing N/A

Punch Bag 4ft     

An ideal club bag that has been constructed to withstand those regular and 
sometimes heavy workout sessions imposed on it.

The AMT CX-7 Series punch bag is manufactured from genuine leather with 
double stitched seams for additional strength and durability. 

Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and size allows us to balance the 
weight of the bag  giving the bag a more authentic feel when punched.

The heavy gauge webbed hanging straps with metal D-Rings are cross sewn 
and stitched into the inner lining of the bag which will complement the durability 
of the rest of the bag.

A heavy duty zip allows the top cover to remain securely closed and is further 
protected by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden  
and unexposed.

Sewn to the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing or 
weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our heavier punch bags hung with either our  
4 or 6 strand chains that the swivel fixing attachments are checked regularly 
for wear and tear. This swivel fixing can be replaced separately without 
complete replacement of the chain set.

Code/CC-075 Chain Set 4 Strand not included.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-113 Punch Bag 4ft x 14 Dia 30KG
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Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough
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PRO X-ILD 7 SERIES 
WHEN GOING INTO BATTLE THE WEAPONS OF CHOICE ARE OF PERSONAL PREFERENCE.

Top champion fighters are a special breed but they are only human and very individual at that, they have strengths 
and weaknesses like any other, and although these are recognised and can be built upon, some traits whether good 
or bad are genetic and the true fighter will play to the strengths and compensate where they can for  
their weaknesses.

A great puncher will possibly require a less padded glove to take advantage of the force of the punch they can 
throw at their opponent, but a less powerful puncher but an endurance fighter may want a more padded glove to 
stave off initial attack and to tire their opponent out over many rounds before causing a late stoppage.

Carbon Claw calls this the Effective but Protective syndrome when looking at manufacturing their gloves and realise 
that no one particular glove type will suit all boxers.

Ask any fighter on their favourite gloves and you may get a thousand different replies, some will choose for 
technical reasons comfort and fit, others may have superstitious reasons perhaps due to a winning streak and are 
reluctant to change the gloves, others may have received a hand injury and decided it was the glove that caused the 
damage and will never use again.

What we do recognise is when you enter the ring and the bells goes you and your gloves are in a solitary place,  
and wearing good fight gloves is a must and the PFG BX-7Series will not disappoint. 

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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CODE DESCRIPTION WIDTH

CC-147 Hand Wrap 5 Mtr 50MM

Pro-Sparring Glove   

The PRO X 7 Series sparring glove carries the whole ethos of what Carbon 
Claw is about when offering a product that combines Performance, quality and 
comfort. Made from only the best supple leather goat hide it allows the glove 
to flex naturally. The construction of the glove offers a combination of foams 
which includes a gel foam layer allowing the specific area of forced impact 
to be absorbed but at the same time reducing the impact force on the other 
supportive areas of the hand and wrist.

Professional Fight Glove   

The Tigris Sondaica Fight Glove (Latin for Javan Tiger) combines quality and 
performance. Manufactured from choice leathers this glove is hand crafted and 
hand stitched for added strength. The PFG BX-7 Series glove is padded with an 
Injection Moulded Foam (IMF) of medium to firm consistency that contributes to 
a well-balanced glove. Shaped in a natural curve to simulate a fist position with 
a built in padded finger grip bar the shaped foam construction helps reduce 
undue tension on the forearm muscles.

Hand Wraps 5 Mtr   

When training regularly protection of the hands is crucial There are 27 bones in 
the human hand and wrist so you can see the benefits with long term training 
that you protect your hands carefully, as damage to any one of these bones will 
severely limit your training progress. The PRO X ILD-7 Series hand wraps not 
only provide crucial support to the bones but will also offer extra padding inside 
the glove if the glove fits incorrectly or shows signs of wear. A pair of 5 metre 
in length stretch cotton hand wraps allows enough elasticity to ensure you can 
apply the correct tension of support to the hands effectively. Being washable 
they also help to keep your glove linings in as fresh a condition as possible. 

Pro Bag Glove     

The Pro X 7 Series bag glove has been designed for just that purchase, 
prolonged hours of professional training when honing those power and agility 
skills on the punch bag. The glove is encased in a quality supple leather goat 
hide to allow the glove to flex naturally under load. The construction of the 
glove has a built in gel foam layer allowing the specific area of forced impact 
to be absorbed but at the same time reducing the impact force on the other 
supportive glove areas of the hand and wrist. Utilising denser combinations of 
padded foam than the spar glove ensures durability and longevity of the glove 
when applying those regular power shots to the punch bag. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-133 Pro Bag Glove 12OZ

CC-134 Pro Bag Glove 14OZ

CC-135 Pro Bag Glove 16OZ

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-160 Professional Fight Glove Tigris Sondaica 8OZ

CC-161 Professional Fight Glove Tigris Sondaica 10OZ

CC-162 Professional Fight Glove Tigris Sondaica 10OZ X/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-128 Pro Sparring Glove 12OZ

CC-129 Pro Sparring Glove 14OZ

CC-130 Pro Sparring Glove 16OZ



Hook and Jab Pad-Speed   

Coaching pads are a crucial training aid to teach skills such as Balance, 
speed, movement, distance and punching combinations whilst static or 
when attempting to simulate an opponent’s movement around the ring in 
a more realistic competitive environment. Classed as a premium coaching 
pad they are made from only the best quality supple leather goat hide along 
with a combination of flexible lightweight materials. Incorporated within the 
target area is a gel layer acting to absorb the impact effectively to protect 
both the opponent and the user. The 7 inch diameter pads are very light and 
are specifically used for speed training, enhancing the development of Hand 
eye co-ordination, speed, agility and balance. The internal part of the mitt 
incorporates an anti-slip material that allows additional grip to the fingers 
reducing further movement of the pad when being hit.

Head Guard      

The important manufacturing aspects of our head guards are that they are 
practical in their use and are of lightweight construction, comfortable and 
provide good all round protection. The PRO X-ILD -7 Series head guard is 
manufactured from the best supple leather goat hide materials and incorporates 
the latest gel layer padding to dissipate the power of the punches on contact.
The use of external and internal foam layers combined with an anti-microbial 
moisture wicking material lining makes for a premium head guard that offers 
safety comfort and hygiene. With all good head guards once fitted they need 
to stay in place and the PRO X head guard does not disappoint, with multi-
adjustment at the top, rear and chin sections to allow a precise and non-slip fit.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-137 Hook and Jab Pad Heavy Hit U
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Hook and Jab Pad-Heavy Hit  

The PRO X ILD-7 Series includes a selection of our premium coaching 
pad styles, made from only the best quality supple leather goat hide and 
a combination of flexible lightweight materials. This heavy hit model has a 
target pad area incorporating a gel foam layer that catches the initial impact 
and quickly absorbs the force to protect both the opponent and the user. The 
internal part of the mitt has a palm domed area allowing for a more natural grip 
reducing undue stress and tension on the inner forearm muscles. Incorporated 
around the dome is an anti-slip material that allows additional grip to the fingers 
reducing further movement of the pad when being hit. The outer finger area is 
perforated for ventilation allowing the anti-microbial moisture wicking material 
to aid cooling and hygiene.

Hook and Jab Pad     

Coaching pads are a crucial training aid to teach skills such as Balance, 
speed, movement, distance and punching combinations whilst static or 
when attempting to simulate an opponent’s movement around the ring in a 
more realistic competitive environment. This professional PRO X coaching 
pad is made from only the best quality supple leather goat hide along with 
a combination of flexible lightweight materials. The external air foam layer is 
protected by additional a gel layer that catches the initial impact and quickly 
absorbs the force to protect both the opponent and the user. The internal part 
of the mitt has a palm domed area allowing for a more natural grip reducing 
undue stress and tension on the inner forearm muscles whilst gripping. 
Incorporated around the dome is an anti-slip material that allows additional grip 
to the fingers reducing further movement of the pad when being hit.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-138 Hook and Jab Pad U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-139 Hook and Jab Pad Speed U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-140 Head Guard S/M

CC-141 Head Guard M/L



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-145 Reaction Ball 6"

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-144 Speed Ball 6"

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-146 Punch Bag 4ft x 15 Dia 45KG

Punch Bag 4ft   

The PRO X ILD-7 Series punch bag is manufactured from genuine leather 
and all the seams have been double stitched for additional strength. This bag 
carries the pedigree and knowledge of many years of manufacturing. A top 
professional boxing bag that has been specifically designed and engineered 
to take the punishment of today’s top professional athlete.

Reaction Ball 
Adjustable Straps

CC-037   

Medicine Balls  

The PRO X ILD-7 Series 8 panel traditional medicine balls are made from 
genuine leather. Hand filled with a mixture of shredded textiles the anti- 
bounce ball is used for many of the old school well proven traditional training 
methods to more recent core strength and flexibility exercises.

Punch Bag Chain 
Set 6 Strand

CC-154

Punchbag  
Swivel Fixing

CC-155

Speed Ball 

Manufactured from the latest genuine leather goat hide materials the PRO X 
Speedball measures only 6 inches in length which is a couple of inches smaller 
than average to sharpen the hand eye co-ordination. We would recommend 
that practitioners of intermediate or advanced level will benefit from using this 
smaller ball. 

Reaction Ball   

Made from supple genuine leather goat hide, this small ball enables an 
advanced level of workout due to the increased difficulty in hitting the 
reduced surface area on offer. The smooth surface along with the consistent 
machine stitched seams ensures the ball is cylindrical and streamlined.  
CC-037 Straps not included.
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CODE DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

CC-151 Medicine Ball 3KG

CC-152 Medicine Ball 4KG

CC-153 Medicine Ball 5KG



40

GRANITE GX-5 SERIES 
THE HISTORY OF ARMED COMBAT AND SELF- DEFENCE ARCS BACK MANY THOUSANDS OF YEARS. 

Styles of Combat greatly varied from pure attacking styles to pure defensive styles like Aikido that uses the 
attackers force and redirects their energy with little strength required into a lock or defensive move, avoiding  
the direct energy head on.

There are the purists who follow the old teachings and practices of the Traditional Martial Art styles like Aikido, 
Karate, Judo and Taekwondo where the Sensei/Grand masters were a true influence on the style that they taught.

This practice continues today where many  thousands of independent club instructors have a strong belief that 
their own individual style has the edge over other style’s, and by adding more modern training elements to the 
traditional style whilst maintaining the core fundamental training elements of the Traditional practises they feel  
an advantage is gained.

The Granite range is a core range of training products allowing you to further the progress of your practiced art 
with confidence. 

Made from a combination of leather and synthetic materials the Granite range products are designed to perform 
with these ever increasing modern developments.

The range has great visual Impact but stays true to the Carbon Claw Ethos of quality, performance and practicality.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-215 Grappling Shin Guard M

CC-216 Grappling Shin Guard L

Grappling Glove-No Thumb 4oz

The Granite GX 5 Series grappling glove offers all the protection for a hard 
working session on the mat, allowing plenty of padding but also flexibility 
for those specialised grab and hold techniques. The external striking area 
is manufactured from genuine leather that encases the various but specific 
combinations of foam layer padding. The non- exposed area of the mitt uses 
our flexible synthetic cross fibre material. With no thumb the palm has very little 
material allowing for a more natural grip and holding position. With the palm 
exposed this allows plenty of ventilation reducing heat build- up.The glove 
incorporates 2 wrap adjustment systems. The inner adjustment is to ensure the 
glove is comfortably gathered around the wrist area.

Grappling Glove Spar 7oz     

The Grappling Spar glove offers the all-round hand protection when performing 
stand up strikes but the flexibility to draw your opponent in with your grab 
and hold techniques. A good circuit training glove that allows you to cross 
train between your product training and your physical opponent training within 
a single class session. The Granite outer shell is made from genuine leather 
and the inner palm from our tried and tested flexible synthetic cross fibre 
material. This safety glove incorporates a generous padding of layered foam 
combinations around the knuckle area to effectively absorb impact. The inner 
and outer multi adjustable hook and loop closure systems ensures the glove 
sits correctly on the hand and around the wrist before the elongated wrist strap 
is applied for all round effective support.

Grappling Shin Guard     

The Granite GX 5 Series grappling shin guards offer good lower leg protection 
for those Mixed martial arts training sessions. The lightweight and flexible 
construction is ideal for the protection of low kick blows in stand up and non- 
restrictive in movement if taken down to the mat. The open back design uses 
a 4mm padded outer neoprene sock with a hook and loop cross over fixing 
allowing a secure comfort fit to the calf area enabling very little resistance 
when perfecting your ground work. A flexible 10mm of EVA shock absorbent 
padding is used to the front of the shin as well as the foot area and an easy 
slip elasticated strapping sits under the foot to eliminate the pad from lifting 
and exposing the toe bone area. The inner lining has an anti-microbial moisture 
wicking material to reduce heat build, the easy clean material keeps the 
perspiration away from the skin assisting cooling and hygiene.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-204 Grappling Glove No Thumb 4oz M/L

CC-205 Grappling Glove No Thumb 4oz L/XL

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-208 Grappling Glove Spar 7oz M/L

CC-209 Grappling Glove Spar 7oz L/XL



Thai Hand Pad Target Shield   

The Granite GX 5 Series target shield is a core training aid when practising 
correct body blows, with two generously padded leather grab handles it 
allows for a greater use of flexibility within a workout session as a multitude of 
strikes from all angles can be negated with the correct positioning of the shield 
allowing the opponent to practice all types of punches, elbow and leg strikes 
to the body and thigh areas. Constructed from layers of air foam padding this 
lightweight shield absorbs the power effectively Used correctly it can dictate 
pace, power and performance to the opponents workouts. Sold as a single unit.

Curved Strike Shield    

The Granite GX 5 Series Lightweight Curved strike shield has been developed 
to endure the harshest of workouts. On impact the compressed force of air 
travels through the layers of foam and is then allowed to escape via the side 
vents reducing the unnecessary pressure on the zip area and the internal 
material seems reducing the opportunity of the stitching blowing and the 
seam’s splitting. On the reverse of the shield there are two forearm straps along 
with a double stitched re-enforced leather grab handle for an assured grip.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-212 Curved Strike Shield U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-217 Thai Shin Guard S

CC-218 Thai Shin Guard M

CC-219 Thai Shin Guard L

CC-220 Thai Shin Guard X/L
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Thai Shin Guard  

The Granite GX 5 Series Thai shin guard incorporates a durable shock 
absorbent bonded EVA padding protecting the frontal shin bone and that 
continues over the foot to the instep area protecting the toe bones against 
elbow and hip strikes. At the rear it has two multi adjustment straps with a hook 
and loop closure fixing to ensure the guard does not slip under duress.

The inner lining has an anti- microbial moisture wicking material to reduce 
heat build, the easy clean material keeps the perspiration away from the skin 
assisting cooling and hygiene.

Thai Pad Curved     

The Granite GX 5 Series Thai pad is a great training aid for drawing in and 
countering those Knee and elbow strikes.

Absorbing such impact you need the assurance and quality of this generously 
padded Thai pad to absorb and deflect the forces whilst having a secure grip 
on the product.

The Lightweight shock absorbent padding has been constructed with various 
foam layers for a greater cushioning effect. 

The 2 re-enforced leather straps to the forearm and wrist are of hook and loop 
closure allowing a multi adjustment for correct support and the well-padded 
handle allows you to maintain a sturdy grip at all times.

The Thai pad strike area is made from our tried and tested flexible synthetic 
cross fibre material.

Sold as a single unit

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-210 Thai Pad Curved U

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-211 Thai Hand Pad Target Shield U



Head Guard 

The Granite GX 5 Series head guard incorporates all the benefits and  
protection of our traditional head guard designs.

The important manufacturing aspects of our head guards are that they are 
practical in their use and are of lightweight construction, comfortable and 
provide good all round protection.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-213 Head Guard S/M

CC-214 Head Guard M/L

Punch Bag Swivel Fixing 

Boxing equipment products are constantly being worn down so the design 
and durability in conjunction with the correct practical day to day use of our 
products enables us to understand the key features, strengths and sometimes 
the vulnerable parts of the product that will take the most abuse. Having punch 
bags consistently swinging and rotating causes additional strain on items such 
as the chains and wall brackets which in turn increases the wear and tear 
factor. Incorporated into the top of the chain is a swivel fixing with a snap lock 
clip above and below it, and if this was to wear through a replacement can be 
purchased saving the expense of buying the whole chain unit. The plated steel 
chains have separately welded links and incorporate their own snap lock fixing 
to clip to the punch bag D-rings so as not to shake lose. Maximum weight 45kg

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-155 Punch Bag Swivel Fixing N/A

Strike Bag 5ft      

Punch bags can be a great way to improve your boxing or striking techniques, 
adding accuracy, power and endurance. 

Learning to distance your body correctly for either hand or leg strikes is 
important to ensure the full power is applied at the point of impact. 

The Granite GX 5 Series Strike bag has been manufactured from a very strong 
cross fibre bonded synthetic material and all seams have been double stitched 
for additional strength. Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and size 
allows us to balance the weight of the bag and adding a 20mm foam lining 
gives the bag a more authentic feel when punched.

The heavy gauge webbed hanging straps with metal D-Rings will complement 
the durability of the rest of the bag, and the straps are also cross sewn and 
stitched into the inner lining of the bag to ensure plenty of hours of  
training ahead.

Once filled the heavy duty zip allows the top to remain securely closed and is 
further protected by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden  
and unexposed.

Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing 
or weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 
6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is also included as this reduces 
twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Code/CC-155 Swivel fixing not included. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-221 Strike Bag 5ft x 13.5 Dia 35KG
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RAZOR RX-7 SERIES 
THE TERMINOLOGY OF MARTIAL ARTS HAS CATEGORISED FOR MANY YEARS THE THOUSANDS OF ESTABLISHED TRADITIONAL 
FIGHTING STYLES THAT IS BEING PROMOTED AROUND THE WORLD TODAY.

Recently there has been a more unconventional collaboration of fighting Arts known as MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) 
which takes a selection of the traditional practices of martial arts and combines them together.

This allows the fighter to draw upon the experience of various fighting styles dependant on what the  
situation demands.

Having a broader understanding of varying fighting styles allows for the preparation for situations of stand-up 
combat, ground combat, or more commonly both where the confrontation may generally start whilst standing 
opposed but frequently ends up going to the floor.

MMA has taken the core forms of Jiu Jitsu, Roman Greco wrestling, Boxing and Judo to combine a style that 
requires training for flexibility, endurance, power and strength which in turn demands a more specialised  
training regime.

Photo shoot location - Carbon Claw Training Zone at Fitness Ambition in Wellingborough

44 For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com
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Grappling Glove Competition 4oz

The Razor Rx Competition glove weighs in at 4oz as required.

Padded with shock absorbent layers of foams this glove has the fit and 
flexibility for those awkward grab and hold techniques and ensuring enough 
knuckle protection for those stand up strikes.

The hook and loop closure wrist strap supports the wrist and ensures the glove 
does not get pulled off.

The inner lining is made from an anti-microbial moisture wicking material to 
allow for ventilation and hygiene.

Grappling Glove-6oz-No Thumb    

The Razor Rx  grappling glove offers all round protection for a hard working 
session on the mat, allowing plenty of padding for those strike techniques but 
also flexibility for those specialised grab and hold manoeuvres. Manufactured 
from genuine leather that encases the various but specific combinations of 
foam layer padding this glove offers form and function to any good training 
session. With no thumb the palm has very little material allowing for a more 
natural grip and holding position. With the palm exposed this allows plenty 
of ventilation reducing heat build- up. The glove incorporates an inner and 
outer wrist strap adjustment system ensuring the wrist is fully supported and 
the gloves do not ride or slip. The double outer wrap around wrist strap has a 
strong hook and loop closure that allows for multiple adjustments ensuring a 
precise fit around the wrist.

Grappling Glove Spar     

The Razor RX Grappling Spar glove offers all round hand protection when 
performing stand up strikes but the flexibility to draw your opponent in with 
your grab and hold techniques. A very good circuit training glove that allows 
you to cross train between your equipment training and your physical opponent 
training within a single class session.

Once wearing these gloves you will appreciate not only the comfort feel but 
the design and development that has gone into making the gloves perform as 
good as they look. Manufactured from quality supple and durable hide leather 
the user can be sure to have plenty of hours of enjoying the art of Mixed Martial 
Arts Training. The leather outer shell covers a generous padding of layered foam 
combinations to effectively absorb impact.

It is very important on impact that the wrist is aligned to the forehand area to 
eliminate stress on the joints so there are two adjustable wrist strap systems 
incorporated to ensure the glove stays safely in place and supports the wrist 
effectively. The outer strap systems with its multi adjustable hook and loop 
closure will ensure the elongated wrist strap wraps fully around the wrist for 
effective support. 

The open hand design allows continual air flow to the skin and with the 
moisture wicking anti-microbial internal lining helps aid the reduction in heat 
build- up and hygiene.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-230 Grappling Glove Competition 4oz M/L

CC-231 Grappling Glove Competition 4oz L/XL

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-232 Grappling Glove 6oz No Thumb M/L

CC-233 Grappling Glove 6oz No Thumb L/XL

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-234 Grappling Glove Spar M/L

CC-235 Grappling Glove Spar L/XL



CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-236 Thai Sparring Glove Mala 8OZ

CC-237 Thai Sparring Glove Mala 10OZ

CC-238 Thai Sparring Glove Mala 12OZ

CC-239 Thai Sparring Glove Mala 14OZ

CC-240 Thai Sparring Glove Mala 16OZ

Head Guard Top Protect   

The Razor RX head guard has all the benefits and protection of our traditional 
designs but with an added padded feature to the top of the head in case of a 
random roundhouse or axe kick slipping through the defence. 

The important manufacturing aspects of our head guards are that they are 
practical in their use and are of lightweight construction, comfortable and 
provide good all round protection. It has multi-adjustment settings at the top, 
rear and chin sections to ensure a precise non-slip fit.

The effective external padding absorbs the blows to lessen impact and an 
internal soft padding encased in anti-microbial material is used for hygiene and 
comfort. A good opening around the eyes allows for maximum peripheral vision 
to see those side hook punches being delivered as well as the front jabs.
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Thai Sparring Glove-Mala    

The Razor RX Thai Sparring gloves are manufactured from quality leather 
materials and when you slip your hand inside you will notice the ergonomic 
design that the glove forms  to position your hand into a perfect clenched fist 
position around a built in padded grip bar. Your hand is further supported from  
all sides with comfortable layers of internal padding.Incorporating the latest dye 
cut foams these gloves offer professional sparring performance with excellent 
shock absorbency.

A wide supportive hook and loop closure system around the wrist allows for 
multi-adjustment support along with a tie in safety thumb feature that ensures the 
thumb is not exposed to injury. The thumb and palm have vented holes allowing 
continual air flow to the skin along with moisture wicking anti-microbial internal 
lining for cooling and hygiene.

For detailed product information visit www.carbonclaw.comCall Sales on 01327 877282  or Email sales@carbonclaw.com

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-242 Head Guard Top Protect S/M

CC-243 Head Guard Top Protect M/L

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-241 Thai Pad Curved U

Thai Pad Curved     

The Razor RX 7 Series leather Thai pad encompasses all the fundamental 
elements of a professional training aid for drawing in and countering those 
Knee and elbow strikes. The Lightweight shock absorbent padding has been 
constructed with various foam layers for a greater cushioning effect to absorb  
and deflect those heavy blows whilst having a secure grip on the product.

The 2 re-enforced straps to the forearm and wrist are of hook and loop closure 
allowing a multi adjustment for correct arm support and the well-padded leather 
handle allows you to maintain a sturdy grip at all times. All the product seams 
have been re-enforced with double stitching and using only quality thread.

The Arm straps have a double lined loop system incorporating heavy duty 
webbed strapping and internal materials sewn beneath the outer material  
surface to ensure a more durable locking strap mechanism around the forearms.

Sold as a single unit



Punch Bag Swivel Fixing 

Boxing equipment products are constantly being worn down so the design 
and durability in conjunction with the correct practical day to day use of our 
products enables us to understand the key features, strengths and sometimes 
the vulnerable parts of the product that will take the most abuse. Having punch 
bags consistently swinging and rotating causes additional strain on items such 
as the chains and wall brackets which in turn increases the wear and tear 
factor. Incorporated into the top of the chain is a swivel fixing with a snap lock 
clip above and below it, and if this was to wear through a replacement can be 
purchased saving the expense of buying the whole chain unit. The plated steel 
chains have separately welded links and incorporate their own snap lock fixing 
to clip to the punch bag D-rings so as not to shake lose. Maximum weight 45kg

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-155 Punchbag Swivel Fixing N/A

Kick Bag 6ft       

Punch bags can be a great way to improve your boxing or kicking techniques, 
along with accuracy, power and endurance. Learning to distance your body 
correctly for either hand or leg strikes is important to ensure the full power is 
applied at the point of impact. 

The Razor RX 7 Kick bag has been manufactured from a very strong double 
layered cross fibre bonded synthetic material and all seams have been double 
stitched for additional strength. Filled with textile off-cuts of varying weight and 
size allows us to balance the weight of the bag and adding a foam lining gives 
the bag a more authentic feel when punched.

The heavy gauge webbed hanging straps with metal D-Rings will complement 
the durability of the rest of the bag, and the straps are also cross sewn and 
stitched into the inner lining for added strength and durability.

Once filled the heavy duty zip allows the top to remain securely closed and is 
further protected by an additional flange of material to keep the zip hidden and 
unexposed. Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to 
attach a fixing or weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those 
heavy workouts.

Included at the base of the bag is an additional metal D-Ring to attach a fixing 
or weight to reduce the bag from swinging when doing those heavy workouts.

We recommend with all of our punch bags that are hung via a series of 4 or 
6 Nylon webbed straps that a swivel fixing is also included as this reduces 
twisting tension on the straps when the bag rotates. 

Code/CC-155 Swivel fixing not included. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-246 Punch Bag 6ft x 14 Dia 45KG
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Head Guard Front Bar

The Razor RX full face head guard has all the benefits and protection of our 
traditional designs but with an added face bar feature protecting the front of 
the face from punches and strikes that may find their way through with a more 
conventional head guard design. The important manufacturing aspects of 
our head guards are that they are practical in their use and are of lightweight 
construction, comfortable and provide good all round protection. Having 
multi-adjustment settings at the top, rear and chin sections will make sure you 
can set your head guard to fit comfortably and with a precise non-slip fit. The 
effective external padding absorbs the blows to lessen impact and an internal 
soft padding encased in anti-microbial material is used for hygiene and comfort. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

CC-244 Head Guard Front Bar S/M

CC-245 Head Guard Front Bar M/L
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